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General Introduction
Prompted by ever changing political and socioeconomic forces, the pharmaceutical industry
is continually challenged dramatically to reduce
both cost and time to market. In the not so
distant past, dynamic sales forces could transform a drug that was fifth or sixth to market
within a therapeutic class into a blockbuster.
Today, this is rarely the case. Many companies
are developing compounds which are designated fast seconds to the market. Unless significant
cost savings or improved safety/efficacy can be
clearly demonstrated to Health Maintenance
Organizations, compounds that are third or
fourth to the market will generally be considered
poor investments. Obviously, the need to rapidly
identify new chemical entities (NCE) of significant
value never has been more imperative. Policies
and practices throughout the pharmaceutical
industry have undergone a dramatic metamorphosis to meet this challenge.

organic synthesis (HTOS) has revolutionized the
process of discovering, screening, and synthesizing an NCE, respectively. Employing current
capabilities of HTS, it is projected that a discovery scientist can screen 2,500 to 10,000 samples
a day. The utility of combinatorial chemistry, HTS
and HTOS would be self-limiting if no additional
targets were ever identified. Since the 1950’s,
the pharmaceutical industry has had less than
500 therapeutic targets. It is anticipated that
this will change in the foreseeable future. This
optimism is fueled by the Human Genome
Project. Many researchers believe that a benefit
of this monumental effort will be the identification of more than 5,000 potential receptor
targets.
In light of the impressive scientific advances in
the capabilities of drug discovery, it is obvious
that pharmaceutical companies must adapt in
order to survive. Currently, there is a distinct
need to identify high potential compounds at a
very early stage of research. Traditionally, many
companies delay terminating the development
of an NCE until after extensive clinical trials have
been completed. The longevity of a pharmaceutical company is measured by the strength of its
pipeline. Consequently, simply increasing the
number of potential NCEs discovered through
HTS will not guarantee success. Very early
selection of the high potential compounds from
the vast pool of NCEs will ultimately become
the key to survival. Obviously, the ability to
project the likelihood of commercial success,
in the absence of clinical data, must be achieved
through interdepartmental consensus.

Traditional discovery of an NCE is characterized
as a step-by-step process. The first step is to
identify a therapeutic target. Efforts are then
initiated to elucidate the structure of the targeted
receptor. Based on structure activity relationships
(SAR), compounds are designed to either stimulate or block other chemicals from interacting
with the receptor. In principle, knowing the
shape and chemical properties of the target
receptor should make drug design rather simple.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. Consequently,
in many instances it becomes a game of numbers. The greater number of compounds tested,
the higher the probability of discovering an NCE
of significant value. Depending on the complexity, analogs of an initial lead compound
can be prepared at an average rate of about
100 compounds per chemist per year. In this
traditional mode, management, based on the
market potential and the difficulty of synthesis,
determines the number of chemists assigned to
a project. Typically, 1 to 2 years is required for
candidate selection based on this scenario.

As a result, traditional roles and responsibilities
of scientists in Drug Discovery and Drug
Development have become more transparent.
A spirit of cooperation, mutual dependency and
respect has replaced the mindset of “Us versus
Them”. Not surprisingly, the roles and responsibilities of preformulation scientists also must
continue to evolve. Serving as a consultant to
drug discovery teams, they are in a unique position to make significant contributions in identify-

The advent of combinatorial chemistry, high
throughput screening (HTS) and high throughput
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ing high potential NCEs. At very early stages of
development, they must design and implement
strategies to characterize simultaneously or
accurately predict the physical/chemical properties of numerous compounds based on project
priority and limited drug substance availability.
The preformulation scientists are often relied
upon to provide direction regarding solid state
form selection. Assisting in the identification of
a pharmaceutically acceptable salt, the preformulation scientists may experimentally determine
or approximate, by calculation, the dissociation
constant of an NCE. The determination of abbreviated solvent and pH solubility profiles often
predict potential problems in bioavailability as
well as to provide rudimentary solution/suspension formulations for drug safety evaluation and
first in human clinical trials. When necessary,
they typically evaluate innovative techniques
to enhance bioavailability. Such approaches
often range in sophistication from particle size
reduction to complexation. The existence of
more rapidly dissolving polymorphs is frequently
investigated.

developing methodology capable of
demonstrating an in vivo/in vitro correlation
between bioavailability and dissolution
properties of the dosage form.
As the roles of preformulation scientists continue
to evolve, their knowledge base must expand.
They must be able to interact with scientists
throughout all of Research and Development.
The following sections provide an overview of
the most basic principles of preformulation testing. Limited reference to figures and mathematical relationships are provided in an attempt to
codify these basic concepts. Recognizing that
entire textbooks have been written on the various topics included, the reader is encouraged
to delve more deeply into topics of particular
interest through supplemental references.

Solid State Characterization
Solid and semi-solid dosage forms continue to
predominate the arena of pharmaceutical products. Recognizing that development timelines
continue to shrink in the era of high throughput
screening, it is essential that preformulation scientists utilize their limited time and resources
wisely to maximize productivity. The most obvious way preformulation scientists can contribute
to development cycle time reduction is by
proactive collaboration with scientists in Drug
Discovery. It is not unusual that the world’s
supply of an NCE may be limited to 10 mg
or less when such collaboration is initiated.
Surprisingly, a great deal of knowledge can
be gained from very limited drug supply within
a relatively short period of time if the preformulation scientists use their time and material wisely.
Solid state characterization of an NCE is the
foundation of a knowledge base that leads
ultimately to the development of a stable,
efficacious dosage form. Unfortunately, many
pharmaceutical companies have learned from
experience the importance of a timely and thorough evaluation of solid state properties. The
objective of the following sections is two-fold.
The first goal is to provide the reader an
overview of techniques commonly employed
by preformulation scientists in studying the

As a link between drug discovery and traditional
pharmaceutical development, preformulation
scientists continue to serve in more conventional
roles. Their basic goal is to assist the formulation
scientist in their efforts to develop an elegant,
efficacious, and stable commercial dosage form.
Recognizing that most commercial pharmaceutical products are tablets, particle size and shape
of the drug substance are characterized. Such
properties may effect content uniformity and
processibility (e.g., flow and compressibility).
Hygroscopicity is another key physical/chemical
property that must be assessed. The tendency
for an NCE to absorb atmospheric moisture may
have a negative impact on physical and/or
chemical stability as well as on dissolution.
Significant heat may be generated during the
manufacture of a dosage form (e.g., milling, high
shear mixing, compression, etc.). It is essential
that the preformulation scientist provide information regarding the melting point of an NCE as
well as the potential for polymorphic conversion
subsequent to processing. In addition, many
preformulation scientists are responsible for
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solid state properties of an NCE. The second
goal is to convey the importance and potential
complexity associated with solid state characterization of an NCE.

process. Change in color is the most obvious
characteristic noted. Although color classification
is often very subjective, technology is currently
available that is capable of quantitatively
characterizing the hue of a material. Employing
a polarized light microscope, the preformulation
scientist often is able to identify the presence or
absence of crystallinity as well as to characterizing the morphology (i.e., shape) of the material.
The most common technique used to characterize the morphology of a material relates particle
shapes to geometric forms.

Physical Description
Modern technology continues to provide preformulation scientists with exquisitely sophisticated
analytical tools. The perceived importance of
consistently relying upon one’s senses to characterize the physical appearance of a drug
substance has diminished over the years.
Change, in the name of progress, typically
results in both favorable and unfavorable
consequences. Improved laboratory safety is
one benefit of reducing reliance on the use of
biological senses to characterize an NCE.
Organoleptic testing is a classical term generally
used to describe drug substance characterization employing the basic senses of taste, smell
and sight. Recognizing that formulation scientists was their ultimate customers, preformulation scientists traditionally tasted and smelled
all NCEs synthesized by the medicinal chemist
in an effort to assess palatability. In many cases
this was done prior to toxicological screening.
Despite the fact that only milligram quantities
were ingested, preformulation scientists occasionally experienced side effects that required
emergency medical attention. Such occurrences
led many pharmaceutical companies to institute
policies prohibiting the tasting of NCEs prior to
Phase 1 clinical trials. Unfortunately, palatability
is poorly characterized in species other than
humans. The potential importance of computersimulated taste assessment cannot be underestimated. Palatability of a formulation can be
enhanced in a number of ways. Such strategies
range from developing a less soluble salt to
applying a taste masking coating to the granulation or dosage form. Unfortunately, diminished
reliance on organoleptic testing has reduced the
dependence of scientists on their most valuable
analytical tool; the sense of sight.

Shape characterization is generally subjective.
As illustrated in Figure 1, pharmaceutical solids
are often classified as acicular, angular, cubic,
fibrous, plate, prismatic or spherical. Sphericity
and circularity are measures of particle roundness and are routinely determined by currently
available image analysis software. Typically, a
grade of 1 denotes that the material is symmetrically round. Such a property can significantly
affect the flowability and compaction of a direct
compression formulation especially if the dosage
form contains a high percentage of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API).

Figure 1: Pharmaceutical Solids
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The preformulation scientist is often the first person to recognize changes in the drug substance
as a result of minor modification of the synthetic
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Consequently, microscopic examination of raw
materials is an important facet of preformulation
testing. Photomicrographs of the initial and
subsequent lots can provide important information related to the reproducibility of the chemical
synthesis. Difficulty may arise in dosage form
manufacture due to changes in the crystal or
particle characteristics of the drug substance.
This may become apparent during scale-up or
other changes in the synthetic process. The
advent of Environmental Scanning Electron
Microscopy (ESEM) allows the preformulation
scientist opportunities to observe changes in
the morphology of drug substances, excipients
or coated granules as a function of temperature
and relative humidity, at magnifications previously unobtainable.

griseofulvin, nitrofurantion, spironolactone, and
many steroids are dependent on particle size.
Acceptable content uniformity in solid dosage
forms depends to a large degree on particle size
and distribution of the active ingredient. This is
particularly true for highly potent compounds.
The particle size and distribution of all APIs
should be optimized, monitored, and controlled
appropriately. It is crucial that the importance of
particle size characteristics be evaluated during
the early preformulation stage of development.
Such efforts help to insure the development
of formulations with acceptable/reproducible
bioavailability, stability, and ease of manufacture.
As pharmaceutical companies strive to reduce
development cycle time, attempts often are
made to have the full-scale synthetic route in
place prior to Phase 2 clinical trials. However,
this is not always realistic. Particle size specifications should be in place prior to clinical testing
of bioequivalence batches. Ideally, the specification should be based on dosage form processing
experience and knowledge of the relationship
between particle size and bioavailability.

Particle Size
Particle size is perhaps the most important solid
state property routinely measured. Potency,
dosage form design, and process requirements
may dictate the need for particle size modification. As milling reduces the particle size of a
material, electrostatic charges may develop due
to triboelectrification. The charge/mass ratio,
designated (q/m), becomes a critical consideration. Materials that act as insulators tend to
retain electrostatic charge. This may lead to
the formation of agglomerates. Technology has
been developed that minimizes agglomeration
subsequent to micronization through co-milling
with surfactants. Mean particle size of less than
a few hundred nanometers is often achieved.
A number of physical and chemical properties
of drug substances are often affected by the
particle size distribution. Drug dissolution rate,
bioavailability, content uniformity, taste, texture,
color, flow, compressibility and stability are all
dependent to varying degrees on the particle
size distribution of an API.

There are many methods available to evaluate
particle size and distribution. However, only
those used extensively in the pharmaceutical
industry will be considered here. These methods
include microscopy, sieving or screening, laser
scanning, and stream scanning.
Optical microscopy is frequently the first tool
employed in the assessment of particle size,
distribution and shape. Minimal drug substance
requirements to perform early preformulation
testing are a significant advantage. The once
tedious process of manual counting and measurement has been replaced by sophisticated
image analysis systems. Systems capable of
detecting aggregate formation and excluding
such data from analysis are also available.
A key element in utilizing the microscope for
particle size determination is sample preparation.
The sample must be representative of the bulk
material. It must be properly suspended and
thoroughly dispersed in a suitable medium.
In order to perform quantitative particle size

It is essential to determine if a relationship
exists between the particle size of an API and
important formulation characteristics. Of special
interest are the highly important and well-documented effects of particle size on absorption of
certain drugs. The oral absorption profiles of
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evaluation, a minimum of approximately 1,000
particles should be counted. It is important to
be cognizant of the criteria on which the data
analyses are based. For example, if particle size
data are reported on a number basis, a few
exceptionally large particles will have a minimal
effect on the particle size statistics. Conversely,
particle size analysis conducted on a volume
basis can be significantly influenced by the
presence of a few exceptionally large particles.
A distinct advantage of particle sizing via optical
microscopy is that the longest dimension, known
as the Feret diameter, is typically measured.
This consideration is most significant when the
material is needle-shaped (i.e. acicular) in nature.
Micronization reduces the impact of shape
factors. In the process of micronization, most
materials begin to assume the shape of a
sphere.

measures the actual dimensions of the particle,
laser scattering techniques generally assume
that the particle is spherical in nature.
Stream scanning is another traditional method
for determining particle size distribution of powdered drug substances. This technique utilizes
a fluid suspension of particles which pass the
sensing zone where individual particles are
sized, counted, and tabulated. Sensing units
may be based on light scattering or transmission
as well as conductance. Two popular units in the
pharmaceutical industry for this purpose are the
Coulter counter and HIAC counter. Both units
electronically size, count, and tabulate the
individual particles that pass through the sensing
zone. This technique has obvious advantages in
that data can be generated in a relatively short
time with reasonable accuracy. Thousands of
particles can be counted in seconds and used
to determine the size distribution curve. All
stream scanning units also convert the particle
size data to effective spherical diameter. Many
argue that such an assumption of sphericity is
inappropriate. However, random particle orientation as well as the large number of particles
counted reduces the relative error of the
assumption. Nevertheless, stream scanning
methods are powerful tools and can be used
for evaluation of such parameters as crystal
growth in suspension formulations.

For many years, sieving or screening was the
most widely used method of size analysis. The
most common difficulty encountered in utilizing
this method early in the preformulation program
is the requirement of a relatively large sample
size. There are other disadvantages associated
with this technique. Such disadvantages include
blinding/clogging of screens, influence of
morphology, aggregation, particle attrition during
sieve shaking and/or environmental exposure.
Use of an Air Jet sieve or Sonic Sifter may overcome many of these disadvantages. The main
advantage of the sieve method is simplicity,
both in technique and equipment requirements.
Relatively large sample size requirements may be
considered both an advantage and disadvantage
depending on the amount of available drug substance. Although considered a liability during
the early phases of preformulation, the need to
employ a relatively larger sample size minimizes
sampling bias and also becomes an advantage
when characterizing a polydisperse particle size
distribution.

Crystallinity
Various techniques are available for the
investigation of crystal properties. The most
widely used methods are hot stage microscopy,
thermal analysis, infrared spectrometry, solid
state NMR, and powder X-ray diffraction.
Although each technique possesses distinct
features that makes it uniquely invaluable, only
thermal analysis and powder X-ray diffractometry
will be presented in the scope of this chapter.
A great deal of invaluable information is typically
obtained by thermal analysis and powder X-ray
diffractometry. This is often accomplished using
less than 15 mg of drug substance.

Laser scattering techniques utilize the relationship between obscuration of a laser beam and
particle size. Although sample requirements are
minimal, particle shape can significantly affect
the validity of data. Unlike microscopy that
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Solvents are often retained on the surface or
in the crystal lattice during crystallization. A
hydrate is a solid in which water is retained by
the crystal. Energy is required to overcome the
attractive forces restricting movement of the
water. If it is released over a wide temperature
range, the endothermic transition is broad.
Ordinarily solvents, such as water, are released
from a solid at or below the boiling point of the
solvent. However, cases have been reported in
which water is retained in a crystal above 100°C.
As a polymer or amorphous substance is heated
through the glass transition temperature, Tg, a
change from the glassy to the liquid state results.
This change in state results in a corresponding
increase in the heat capacity as reflected in the
elevated baseline of the thermogram. The most
common application of DSC is in melting point
determination. Energy is required to destroy the
lattice that imparts rigidity to a crystal. The
temperature at which this occurs, as well as the
amount of energy required, are basic characteristics of most APIs. The melting point and heat
of fusion of all batches of drug substance should
be determined and compared to a reference
standard. The conscientious maintenance of a
data base minimizes the inadvertent acceptance
of a different salt or polymorphic form into the
development process. Exothermic transitions
are much less common than endothermic
transitions. Only a few thermal processes
release energy to their surroundings as a
function of temperature. Crystallization and
polymerization, as well as some forms of
decomposition are exothermic in nature.
Consequently, cooling the reaction typically
enhances the rate of crystallization.

Thermal Analysis
Heating or cooling can initiate dynamic changes
in the solid state properties of a material. This
is the basic principle of thermal analysis. Many
thermoanalytical techniques are available to the
preformulation scientist. Such techniques include
differential thermal analysis (DTA), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), hot stage microscopy (HSM),
and thermomechanical analysis (TMA).
DTA and DSC are closely related thermoanalytical techniques. DTA is a technique in which the
temperature difference between the sample and
a reference is measured as a function of heating
or cooling. Classical DTA typically supplies only
temperature information such as melting and
freezing points. DSC accurately provides this
information as well as energy associated with
phase transitions. Rather than actually measuring temperature differences between sample and
reference, DSC measures the energy (i.e., power)
that must be supplied to both the sample and
reference to maintain a constant temperature.
A change in power consumption is recorded
as a thermal event. Depending on the type of
change within the sample, the thermal event
may be endothermic or exothermic. Endothermic
reactions consume energy while exothermic
processes release energy to the surroundings.
Typical examples of endothermic and exothermic
processes observed are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Endothermic and Exothermic
Processes
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Many factors are known to affect the quality
of data generated by DSC. Such variables are
subdivided into two categories, instrument and
sample factors. The most common instrument
factors include heating rate, atmosphere, and
type of sample holder. Sample factors include
the amount of sample, particle size, particle
shape, and sample packing.
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In general, increased heating rate will appear to
shift an endothermic or exothermic transition to

Temperature
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a higher temperature. At extremely high heating
rates, one may lose the ability to resolve closely
adjacent transitions since sufficient time for
the completion of each transition has not been
allowed. Depending on the detection capabilities
of a particular DSC system, extremely slow
heating rates may also result in poor peak
resolution of minor phase transitions. An intermediate heating rate of 10°C/minute is often
satisfactory. The atmosphere in which the DSC
analysis is conducted may also have a significant effect on the resultant data. Oxidative
thermal events may be apparent in an atmosphere of air. The same experiment conducted
using nitrogen as a purge gas may not exhibit
a comparable thermogram. Many different types
of materials have been used in the manufacture
of sample holders/pans, commonly referred to
as crucibles. In addition, experiments may be
conducted employing opened, closed, perforated, and hermetically sealed pans. Again results
may be dramatically different depending on the
pan type and configuration used. In an attempt
to reduce internal sample pressure, thermal
analyses of hydrates/solvates are typically
conducted using open or perforated pans.
Obviously, crucible selection has a significant
effect on the DSC results of a compound
susceptible to thermal oxidation.

Most often, TGA is used to study sample weight
loss as a function of temperature. The temperature may be held constant (i.e. isothermal) or
increased at a constant rate (i.e. dynamic).
Preformulation scientists typically employ TGA
to characterize the release of solvents from
solids. As described in greater detail in the
following section on Polymorphism, solvents
such as water may be held tightly within the
crystal lattice and provide stability to the crystal.
The solvent can also reside in channels within
the crystal lattice (occlusion) or be adsorbed to
the crystal surface. If held tightly within the lattice, weight loss is abrupt and typically coincides
with a well-defined DSC phase transition. Water
loss from channels and from the crystal surface
is more gradual. Thermogravimetric analysis
also has been used to determine other physical/chemical properties such as boiling point
and vapor pressure.
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between
TGA and DSC. As illustrated, the initiation of
weight loss observed on the TGA thermogram
corresponds to a broad endothermic transition.
Similarly, following a sharp endothermic transition of melting demonstrated by DSC, additional
weight loss may be noted. The initial weight
loss would typically be associated with a loss
of solvent and the secondary weight loss
attributed to evaporation (sublimation and/or
decomposition) of the melted drug substance.

The sample factors listed demonstrate the
potential to modify a common variable. This
variable is thermal conductivity. Particle to
particle, as well as particle to crucible, contact
is essential in the uniform transfer of heat.
Accurate determination of sample weight prior to
initiating DSC analysis is essential in maximizing
data utility. Typically for most APIs, approximately 5 mg sample weight provides adequate
particle-to-particle and particle-to-crucible
contact to yield reproducible results. It is, therefore, essential to record factors such as heating
rate, atmosphere, pan type, sample weight and
sample lot identification when performing a
DSC analysis.

Figure 3: Relationship between TGA and
DSC.
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As the name implies, thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) is an analytical technique that measures
weight change as a function of temperature.
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Instrument factors and sample factors also
may influence data quality obtained by TGA.
The most common of these are heating rate
and sample size. Assuming that the compound
is thermally stable, the resolution of a TGA
thermogram is typically enhanced by a slower
heating rate. Insufficient sample size may result
in the inability to resolve fully a weight loss
event. Proper packing of excess samples is
important to ensure efficient efflux of volatile
gases. As with DSC analysis, the preformulation
scientist must record key variables and adjust
these variables to optimize the experimental
conditions.

passing through a prism, as crystals are rotated
through an X-ray beam, the beam is diffracted
at characteristic angles. The powder X-ray
diffraction pattern of the crystalline material is
therefore described by a series of peaks at
characteristic scattering angles. Conversely,
the diffractogram of an amorphous material
consists of one or more broad, diffuse maxima
(amorphous halo or hump). The following
schematic diagram illustrates powder X-ray
diffractograms of a crystalline and an
amorphous material.

Figure 4: Powder X-ray Diffraction

The ability of a material to adsorb or desorb
water also may be evaluated by constructing
water vapor sorption isotherms (WVS). The
principles of WVS are somewhat similar to
TGA. However, weight change typically is
evaluated at room temperature as a function
of relative humidity. WVS isotherms provide
essential information regarding the proper
storage conditions for drug substances,
excipients, and drug products.
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Powder X-ray Diffractometry
The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of every
crystalline compound is unique. The characteristic scattering angles and intensities of the peaks
are a direct result of the different crystalline
structure. This fact makes powder X-ray diffraction a fundamental tool for the identification of
different solid state forms. The defining criterion
for the existence of polymorphic forms is that
the forms possess different powder X-ray
diffraction patterns. All other methods of solid
state characterization, such as thermal analysis,
vibrational spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic
resonance, are considered sources of supporting
information.

A crystal is a solid in which the atoms are
arranged in a pattern that repeats periodically
in three dimensions. This arrangement defines
the structure of the crystal lattice. Atoms of a
compound may exist in different patterns and
therefore demonstrate more than one crystalline
form. This phenomenon is known as polymorphism. Compounds may also exist in an amorphous form. Unlike crystalline material, atoms
in an amorphous solid do not reside in a regular
internal arrangement.It is important that the
preformulation scientist characterize the different
solid state forms of a compound since these
forms may possess significantly different
physical properties, such as solubility,
dissolution rate, melting point and stability.

Powder X-ray diffraction can also be used for
the quantitative determination of components
in a mixture of crystalline solids. The intensities
of the peaks of each of the components are
proportional to the weight fraction of that

Powder X-ray diffraction is a widely used tool
for both the qualitative and quantitative analysis
of different solid state forms. Analogous to light
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component in the mixture. Applied to pharmaceutical compounds, this type of analysis is
particularly useful in quantifying the amounts
of each polymorphic form present in a mixture
of two polymorphic forms of a compound.
Similarly, the degree of crystallinity of a sample
can also be determined using powder X-ray
diffraction. If the diffraction patterns of 100%
amorphous and 100% crystalline material can
be obtained, the degree of crystallinity can be
approximated by the ratio of the integrated
crystalline intensity to the sum of the integrated
crystalline and amorphous intensities.

polymorphic forms as early in development as
possible. The form of primary interest is typically
the polymorph that is most stable at room
temperature. However, this is a generalization.
Polymorphic forms, other than the most stable
form, are referred to as being metastable at the
temperature of interest.
Metastable polymorphic forms result when bond
length and/or bond angles of atoms in the crystal lattice differ from those of the stable form.
A state of higher energy results due to internal
strains on the lattice. As a result of this higher
energy within the lattice, the intrinsic dissolution
rate of the metastable form may be significantly
higher than the stable form. In addition, the
solubility may also appear to be significantly
greater. However, such a solution is transient
and referred to as being supersaturated. The
solubility of the metastable polymorph will be
reduced as crystals of the stable form precipitate. Eventually the solubility of all metastable
polymorphic forms will equilibrate at the saturation solubility of the stable form. Currently, it is
not possible to predict accurately the amount
of time required for metastable forms to achieve
true saturation.

Several factors can affect the quality of the
data generated by powder X-ray diffraction.
Instrument factors include scanning rate and
X-ray beam intensity. Greater resolution can
be obtained by using a slower scanning rate.
Sample-related factors could have a dramatic
effect on powder X-ray data. Common sample
factors include preferred orientation and degree
of crystallinity. Sample preparation must guarantee that there is random orientation of all the
crystallites in a specimen, thus the resulting
orientation (preferred) of a sample is a result of
particle size and shape of the crystallites and
can have a significant effect on line intensity.
Preferred orientation can be minimized by: 1)
reducing particle size and 2) utilizing side loaded
or back loaded sample holders. Care must be
taken when reducing particle size because
grinding can inadvertently induce a change
in polymorphic form.

It is often assumed that the most stable
polymorphic form exhibits the highest melting
point. However, this generalization is not valid.
Comparison of solubilities, rather than melting
points, is a more reliable technique to determine
the relative order of polymorphic stability at any
particular temperature.

Polymorphism

Because the stable polymorph is always the
less soluble form at any given temperature,
preformulation scientists determine the solubility
of all polymorphic forms at various temperatures.
Plotting the logarithm of solubility (log S) as a
function of the inverse absolute temperature
(1/t) generates a van’t Hoff plot. The system is
referred to as monotropic if the highest melting
form is also the less soluble form (i.e., most
stable) at all temperatures

As previously stated, the ability of a substance
to exist in more than one solid state form is a
property known as polymorphism. Polymorphic
forms may exhibit detectable differences in
some or all of the following physical-chemical
properties: melting point, morphology, powder
X-ray diffractometry, infrared spectrometry,
intrinsic dissolution rate, solubility, and stability.
At any temperature and pressure, only one
polymorphic crystal form of a compound will
be thermodynamically stable. It is essential to
assess the physical stability of different
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Figure 5: Melting Points — Monotropic vs
Enahntiotropic

Determination of the most stable polymorphic
form at any given temperature can also be
accomplished employing an interconversion
study. Two polymorphic forms are weighed in
equal amounts and added to a solvent to form
a slurry. Prior to forming the slurry, a composite
powder X-ray diffractogram is determined and
the diffractions characteristic of each form are
identified. Powder X-ray diffractograms of the
filtered slurry are determined periodically and
compared to the initial composite diffractogram.
As stated above, the metastable form will supersaturate the soluble fraction of the slurry. As
precipitation from the supersaturated solution
proceeds, the system will become enriched in
the stable form. Referring to the composite X-ray
diffractogram, the unique diffractions characteristic of the stable form will predominate.

Monotropic

Log S

Lower Melting Form
More Soluble at All
Temperatures

Higher Melting Form
Less Soluble at All
Temperatures

1/T

Energy is required to convert the metastable
form into the configuration of the stable polymorphic form. Occasionally, conversion to the
more stable form may be relatively slow. If the
time required to initiate the conversion is
considerably longer than the anticipated shelf
life of the product, the metastable form may
be considered stable enough for pharmaceutical
purposes.

Enantiotropic

Log S

Lower Melting Form
Less Soluble at Low
Temperatures

The search for polymorphs is both an art
and science. Polymorph mining is often
accomplished by preparing nearly saturated
solutions of a compound in a variety of volatile
solvents. It is essential that true solutions be
achieved to eliminate the unintentional presence
of seed crystals. Recrystallization occurs as
solvent evaporates and the saturation solubility
is achieved. The rate of solvent evaporation is
also important.

Higher Melting Form
Less Soluble at High
Temperatures

1/T
As illustrated in Figure 5, if the system
deviates from this behavior, it is referred to as
enantiotropic. In an enantiotropic system, the
form exhibiting the lowest melting point may
also be the least soluble at room temperature.
Recalling the fact that relative polymorphic
stability is based on solubility at a particular
temperature, the lower melting form may actually
be more stable at room temperature.

The occurrence of polymorphism is relatively
common. For certain classes of drugs, the
instances of polymorphism are extremely high.
For example, approximately one-half of the
22 barbituric acid derivatives and 11 of the
16 steroids that were investigated displayed
polymorphism. At least five distinct crystal
forms of cortisone acetate have also been
reported.
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Over the years the term polymorph has been
used indiscriminately. Solvates and amorphous
forms of an API are not true examples of polymorphs. As previously described, solvent may
be trapped in the lattice during crystallization
and, in some instances, removal of the residual
solvent has no effect on the stability of the
crystal lattice. In other cases, removal of the
solvent may result in the collapse of the lattice.
Complete removal of the entrapped solvent is
most often accomplished at, or just below, the
boiling point of the solvent. Preformulation
scientists typically complement information
gained by DSC, TGA and temperature controlled
X-ray diffraction to identify the location of the
solvent in the crystal. Ethanolates and
methanolates are examples of solvates in which
ethanol and methanol are trapped, respectively.
When water is the solvent associated with the
drug, the solvate form is called a hydrate.

required for a drug molecule to escape from
a crystal lattice is much greater than that
required to escape from an amorphous domain.
Therefore, the amorphous form of a compound
is always more soluble than a corresponding
crystal form and may exhibit correspondingly
different biological and pharmaceutical properties. An example of such an effect has been
demonstrated for the various forms of the
antibiotic, novobiocin.
It is clear from the foregoing information that
the characterization of the crystal structure,
polymorphism, and solvated form of a drug is
an important preformulation activity.

Solution State Characterization
Although most marketed dosage forms usually
are tablets and/or capsules, it is essential to
characterize thoroughly the solution state
properties of an NCE. Many areas of development rely heavily on data generated during
solution state characterization. The establishment of solvent and pH solubility profiles, in
conjunction with corresponding stability profiles,
may serve as the basis for early formulation
design. Many pharmaceutical companies employ
solutions and suspensions in the formulation of
supplies for toxicology evaluation. The same
formulations utilized in toxicology screening are
often selected for evaluating the safety and early
efficacy of an NCE in humans (e.g. Phase 1 and
Phase 2 trials). Such formulations provide the
advantage of documented stability generated
in support of toxicology studies as well as
providing greater flexibility in clinical dose
escalation trials. Obviously, the rational design
of parenteral dosage forms is based on solution
state characterization data generated by the
preformulation scientist. Preliminary assessment
of oral absorption potential is provided by
estimation of lipophilicity and the pH solubility
profile.

Hydrates are further characterized by the mobility of the water in the crystal lattice. The terms
diffusible and non-diffusible have been used
to describe the nature of water in the lattice.
Based on environmental storage conditions,
diffusible water can move in and out of the
crystal through channels. Typically, no dramatic
changes in the powder X-ray diffraction pattern
are observed when this movement occurs.
Forces of hydrogen bonding may maintain
water-occupying channels within a crystal.
Conversely, non-diffusible water may serve to
stabilize the crystal lattice. It does not freely or
reversibly move in and out of the crystal. Once
removed, the crystal may collapse. As with
other crystal modifications, the physical-chemical properties of a solvated form may differ
significantly from that of a non-solvated form of
the compound. Classical examples demonstrate
significant differences in the dissolution rate of
the anhydrous and hydrated forms of caffeine
and theophylline.
Amorphous material is also metastable in nature
and characterized by the absence of crystalline
order. Glass is an example of an amorphous
solid that crystallizes upon aging. Light and
heat accelerate the aging process. The energy
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The symbol (↔) indicates that an equilibrium
exists between the free acid and its conjugate
base. Based on the Bronsted-Lowry definition,
the conjugate base A- may accept a proton and
revert to the free acid. The dissociation constant
for this reaction is therefore:

Dissociation Constant
Many compounds undergo a phenomenon
known as dissociation when dissolved in an
liquid medium. If this dissociation involves a
separation of charges, then there is a change
in the electrical charge distribution on the
species and a separation into two or more
charged particles, or ionization. The concepts
of ionization and dissociation constant are
simplified by first understanding the role of the
hydrogen ion in the concept of pH. The term pH
is a composite term in which p designates the
negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration [H+]. Consequently, as the hydrogen ion
concentration increases, the pH value is lowered.
The hydrogen ion is simply a proton, H+, generated when a hydrogen atom loses its sole electron.
Neutral pH is designated as pH 7. Below pH 7,
there is an excess of protons and above pH 7
there is a deficit of protons. By convention, a
system below pH 7 is considered an acid while
for a base the pH is greater than 7. In the early
1920’s, J.N. Bronsted from Denmark and J.M.
Lowry from England independently defined the
terms acid and base. According to their definition, an acid is a proton donor and a base is
a proton acceptor. Subsequently, G.N. Lewis
expanded the definition of an acid and base.
According to the Lewis definition, an acid is any
species which will accept an electron-pair and
a base is any species that will donate an electron-pair. The significance of this definition is
that certain non-hydrogen containing substances
can act as an acid. However, for the scope of
this discussion, the Bronsted-Lowry definition
will suffice.

Ka =([A-] • [H3O+])/[HA]
Like pH, pKa is a composite term equivalent
to the negative logarithm, p, of the dissociation
constant (Ka). Rearranging this relationship,
Henderson-Hasselbalch demonstrated that for
a free acid [HA] and its conjugate base [A-]:
pH = pKa + log([A-]/[HA])
Similarly, for a free base (B) and its conjugate
acid: (BH+)
pH = pKa + log( [B] /[BH+])
Based on these equations, it is apparent that the
pKa is equal to the pH when the concentration
of the ionized and non-ionized species are equal
(i.e., log 1 = 0). It is important, therefore, to
realize that a compound is only 50% ionized
when the pKa is equal to the pH. These equations also verify that in an attempt to increase
the pH of a solution containing a free acid,
the ratio between [A-] / [HA] increases as the
free acid releases protons in an attempt to
maintain neutrality. The magnitude of the pKa
is also important. The strength of an acid is
inversely related to the magnitude of its pKa.
The lower the pKa, the stronger the acid.
Conversely, the strength of a base is directly
related to the magnitude of its pKa. The pKa
of a strong base is high.

Acids will tend to donate protons to a system at
pH > 7 and bases will tend to accept protons
when added to acidic system (i.e. pH < 7).
The dissociation constant (Ka) of a compound
determines the pH at which such proton
transfers occur. When a weak acid (HA)
dissociates (ionizes) in water, its conjugate
base (A)+ is formed along with the hydronium
ion (H3O ).
HA + H2O

Amino acids contain both acidic (-COOH) and
basic (-NH2) groups. Such compounds are often
referred to as amphiprotic or amphoteric in
nature. The pH of a solution determines the net
charge on the molecule and ultimately the solubility. Since water is a polar solvent and ionic
species are more water-soluble than non-ionic,
a conjugate acid (BH+) and conjugate base (A-)
are generally more water soluble than the corre-

+

A + H3O
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sponding free base (B) or free acid (HA). This
is the underlying principle of forming salts (of
amines or acids) to increase aqueous solubility.

in minimum aqueous solubility. The isoelectric
point is simply determined by the average of
the two pKas.

Using the value of the pKa, the actual percentage
of each species present at every pH is easily
calculated. Potentiometric titration is the technique most frequently employed in determining
the pKa of a compound. However, spectrometry
is ideal when a substance is too insoluble for
potentiometry or when the pKa value is particularly low or high (i.e. less than 2 or more than 11)

At pH 12: In an attempt to regain neutral pH,
the carboxylic acid group releases all of its
protons to form A and the guanidino ion
(BH+), acting as a conjugate acid, releases
50% of its protons. As predicted, the free
base (B) exists in equal parts with the
guanidino ion (BH+) when the pH equals the
pKa. The solution contains molecules in both
the anionic (A) and the zwitterionic forms.
The aqueous solubility increases.

As an illustration of ionization kinetics, consider
the sequence of changes that occur when the
pH of a solution of a hypothetical amino acid
solution is increased. Assume that this amino
acid contains a carboxylic acid group (pKa 4)
and a basic guanidino group (pKa 12).

At pH 14: The carboxylic acid group is totally
deprotonated and the guanidino group exists
exclusively as the free base (B). All molecules
solely possess a negative (-) charge and
solubility is again high.

At pH 2: The basic guanidino group is totally
protonated (BH+) in an attempt to reduce the
excess number of free protons. The carboxylic
acid exists exclusively as the free acid (HA).
All molecules carry the cationic (+) charge
and solubility is high.

Figure 6 is representative of a pH/solubility
profile for the hypothetical example described.

Figure 6: Hypothetical Example of
pH/Solubility

At pH 4: The guanidino group is still
exclusively protonated (BH+) but the
carboxylic acid group (pKa of 4) has released
50% of its protons. As predicted, when the
pH equals the pKa, the free acid (HA) exists
in equal parts with the carboxylate ion (A).
The solution now contains two different
species. Some remain in the cationic form
(BH+) and others are in the zwitterionic forms.
A molecule in the zwitterionic form contains
both the conjugate acid (BH+) and the conjugate base (A). This confers a net neutral
charge to the molecule. The overall polarity
of the solution at this pH is still positive, but
its magnitude is reduced due to the presence
of the zwitterion. The aqueous solubility
decreases.

BH+...HA
BH+...HA

B...AB...AB...ABH+...A-

Solubility

BH+...HA
BH+...A-

BH+...ABH+...A-

2

At pH 8: Only the zwitterionic form exists.
This pH is referred to as the isoelectric point
of the hypothetical amino acid and a net
neutral charge exists in the solution resulting

14

4

8
pH

12

14

The activity coefficient is also related to a
physical/chemical attribute known as the
solubility parameter, . The solubility parameter
is defined as the molecular cohesive energy
density. Simply stated, the solubility parameter
is a property related to the forces that hold a
substance together. The more polar the material,
the higher the solubility parameter. A solution is
ideal when the solubility parameters of the solvent and solute are equal. Additional significance
of the solubility parameter of a compound as it
relates to bioavailability will be described later.

Solubility
Pharmacological activity is dependent on
solubilization of a drug substance in physiological fluids. All physical/chemical properties of a
drug substance either directly influence or are
influenced by solubility. In an ideal solution,
solubility (X2I) is dependent on the melting point
of a compound (Tm), its heat of fusion (Hf), and
the temperature of interest.
- ln X2I = [Hf (Tm - T)]/R (TmT)

There are basically two processes that dictate
the extent and rate of drug absorption following
the oral administration of a solid dosage form.
Bioavailability is either dissolution or absorption
rate-limiting. Although discussed in greater detail
in the following section, dissolution rate is directly proportional to solubility; they are mutually
dependent. If the solubility of the drug substance
in the gastrointestinal tract is less than required
for complete solubility of the administered dose,
consideration must be given to improve its solubility. Methods employed to accomplish this will
depend on the chemical nature of the drug and
the type of drug product under consideration.
From the basic theoretical overview of solubility
summarized above, it is apparent that available
options are limited. A goal of the preformulation
scientist is to identify methods to modify the
activity coefficient by altering the environment
in which the solute finds itself.

Practical examples of ideal solutions are rare.
Non-ideality in solution is attributed to a variety
of attractive forces within the solution. The
compilation of such forces is known as the
activity coefficient (2). The effective concentration of a solution is known as the activity.
Activity of a solute, a2, in a non-ideal solution
is directly related to the concentration (X2) by
the following equation :
a2 = X2 2 thus ln a2 = ln X2 + ln 2
In an ideal solution the activity coefficient, 2,
is equal to 1 and ln 2 is therefore, 0. In such a
solution, the effective concentration is equal to
the ideal concentration. Under non-ideal conditions, three different interactive forces determine
the magnitude of the activity coefficient. These
forces are referred to as either cohesive or adhesive in nature. Cohesive forces are interactions
between like molecules (e.g., solvent:solvent
[w11], and solute:solute [w22] ). Forces of
adhesion exist between unlike molecules (e.g.,
solvent: solute [w12]). In an ideal solution, all
forces are uniform throughout the solution.
Neither adhesive nor cohesive forces predominate and, therefore, nonpolar compounds are
not soluble in water while polar compounds
are. Although oversimplified, the adage, “like
dissolves like”, is based on this principle.
Consequently, the activity coefficient ultimately
dictates the outcome of comparative solubility
studies in a variety of solvents. Although the
same basic principles apply, the activity coefficient of a weak electrolyte in buffers solutions
of varying pH is more complex.

If the drug substance contains acidic or basic
moieties, solubility may be influenced by
changes in pH. Such changes may alter the
ratio of ionized and non-ionized species. As
previously described, the solubility of weakly
acidic and basic drug substances can be
predicted as a function of pH by application
of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. Salt
formation may be an option in such instances.
There are, however, many drug substances for
which pH adjustment is not effective as a means
of improving solubility. Very weakly acidic or
basic drugs may require extreme modifications
of pH which fall outside generally accepted
physiological limits. If the pKa of a very weak
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base is less than 3, significant intra- and
inter-subject variability in bioavailability may
be anticipated following oral administration.

will precipitate. Recall the adage, ‘like dissolves
like’. Adhesive forces between water and the
organic solvents are greater than the adhesive
forces between diazepam and the organic
solvents. As a result of the preferred interaction
with water, diazepam precipitates out of solution.
The same is true when this formulation is administered parenterally. As with the intravenous
formulation of phenytoin, diazepam must be
administered according to the directions
provided on the package insert to minimize
the consequences of precipitation at the site
of injection.

Based on the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation,
below pH 2 if a substance will accept a proton
it will exist predominately in the form of the
conjugate acid (BH+). This ionized form will
demonstrate the highest solubility, but diffusion
of the charged species across the epithelial
barrier of the GI tract will not be favored. At pH
3, 50% of the compound will exist as the free
base (B) and 50% in the conjugate acid (BH+)
form. Solubility of the ionized form and absorption of the non-ionized fraction may result in
acceptable bioavailability. However, as the pH
increases to approach the pH of the duodenum
(i.e., pH 5), solubility will be reduced dramatically
and dissolution may become the rate-limiting
step. There are instances when formulating at
extreme pH values must be a viable consideration. For many years, the intravenous formulation
of phenytoin was adjusted to pH 12 to insure
adequate solubility in the dosage form. Although
this pH would appear to be intolerable, it is not.
However, precautions described in the package
insert must be carefully followed when administering this intravenous solution. Since blood is
a very efficient buffer, neutralization is achieved
rapidly. Precipitation at the site of absorption
and the potential for thrombus formation due
to irritation are obvious concerns. Consequently,
infusion rather than bolus dosing is typically
recommended for products formulated at such
extreme pH.

Surfactants are often utilized to enhance the
solubility of nonpolar solutes. Surfactant
molecules contain both lipophilic and hydrophilic
moieties. Consequently, they are referred to as
amphiphilic in nature. Conceptually, one can
envision a surfactant molecule as containing a
lipophilic tail and hydrophilic head. The lipophilic
nature is attributed to the presence of long
hydrocarbon chains (i.e., tail). Ionic or other
highly hydrophilic moieties impart water solubility
to the surfactant. As Figure 7 illustrates, in dilute
aqueous solution, the lipophilic tails of the surfactant molecule tend to migrate to the surface
(i.e., air/water interface) to avoid interacting with
water. This hydrophobic response continues
until the air/water interface can no longer accept
additional lipophilic tails protruding from its
surface. When this occurs, the only way the
lipophilic tail can avoid interacting with water is
to self-associate as illustrated. By doing so, the
lipophilic tails project inward. They are shielded
from water molecules by the hydrophilic head
of the surfactant molecule. This creates a hospitable environment for the hydrocarbon chains.
The act of self-association is referred to as
micelle formation. The concentration at which
this phenomenon occurs is referred to as the
critical micelle concentration (CMC). The
lipophilic core of the micelle also creates a
hospitable environment for other nonpolar
molecules. Therefore, a dramatic increase in
the solubility of a nonpolar drug substance
can often be achieved when the concentration
of surfactant exceeds its CMC.

Adjustment of pH normally has little effect on
the solubility of non-electrolytes. In many cases,
it may be necessary to consider the use of
organic solvents or other techniques such as
micellular solubilization or complexation to
improve aqueous solubility.
Intravenous formulation of the benzodiazepines
posed a significant challenge. The solubility of
diazepam in many organic solvents is relatively
high, thus Valium® injection contains 40%
propylene glycol and 10% ethyl alcohol.
However, upon addition of water, diazepam
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Figure 7: The Migration of Lipophilic Tails
of a Surfacant Molecule
Air-Water Interface

Below
CMC

‘Lipophilic Tail’

Above
CMC

Micelle

‘Polar Head’
Complexation is another viable option to the use
of cosolvents and surfactants. As the safety of
cyclodextrins continues to be demonstrated in
humans, their usage increases. An artistic rendition of a cyclodextrin molecule resembles a
doughnut-shaped object. A nonpolar molecule
(guest) may insert into the lipophilic cavity of
the cyclodextrin molecule (host). The diameter
of the cavity can vary and there are many types
of cyclodextrins commercially available. The
lipophilic cavity of -cyclodextrin is the smallest
diameter, followed by - and -cyclodextrins.
Therefore, it is apparent that effective complexation is dependent on both the polarity of the
guest molecule as well as its size. If the hostguest association is formed by charge-transfer
or the formation of a coordinate covalent bond,
the combination is termed a complex. If the
combination is formed solely because the
guest physically fits the hole in the host, it is
termed a clathrate.

environment. Currently, -cyclodextrin is the
most widely used form. To further enhance
water solubility, various substitutions have been
made to the outer regions of the host molecule.
Substitution of hydroxypropyl units to the parent
-cyclodextrin molecule dramatically increases
aqueous solubility. Hydroxypropyl -cyclodextrin
(HPBCD) is currently the most widely used form.
However, other forms such as sulfobutylether
(SBE) -cyclodextrin are gaining popularity.
Similarities between the lipophilic region
created by a micelle and the lipophilic cavity
of a cyclodextrin molecule are obvious.

In the case of the cyclodextrins, dissociation of
the complex occurs upon dilution in an aqueous

Although insolubility of a drug substance is most
frequently a concern, there are occasions when

These phenomena illustrate one very important
common principle. Creating a more hospitable
environment for the solute molecule can
enhance solubility. As previously stated,
modification of the activity coefficient determines
the relationship between effective and ideal
solubility.
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a less soluble form is desired. A lower aqueous
solubility may be required to improve the taste
of a formula. Lower solubility may also be
indicated in those cases where it is desirable
to slow absorption in order to provide for prolonged action, or in those instances where the
gastrointestinal contents degrade the active
ingredient. In this latter circumstance, if the
drug is relatively insoluble in the inactivating
system, a balance can be achieved between
the amount degraded and the amount absorbed
in the specific physiological milieu.

Dissolution of a substance may be described by
the Noyes-Whitney equation. This equation
states that:
dC
(Cs—Ct)
___
=SD _______
dt
h
The term dC/dt is the rate of dissolution, measuring the change in concentration as a function
of time; S is the surface area of a dissolving
solid and D is the diffusion coefficient. The term
(C2 - Ct) represents the difference between the
concentration of a saturated solution, Cs, and
the concentration in the bulk solution at some
time of interest, Ct. As illustrated in Figure 8,
a saturated solution exists in a region of finite
thickness, h, surrounding the dissolving particle.
This region is termed the stagnant layer.

Solubility data generated by the preformulation
scientist is also valuable to the formulator relative to choosing the solvent for purposes of
granulation and coating.
The procedure for determining saturation
solubility often varies from laboratory to
laboratory. However, the basic idea is the
same. Saturation is an equilibrium phenomenon.
Excess solute is placed in the solvent of interest
and shaken at a constant temperature over a
prolonged period of time. Samples are analyzed
periodically until equilibrium is obtained.
Particular care must be taken if samples are
shaken at a temperature in excess of the
temperature of interest. If this occurs, a state
of supersaturation can exist. If this is not
recognized, the saturation solubility observed
may be overestimated.

Figure 8: Illustrates a Saturated Solution
Exists — Stagnant Layer
Concentration in Bulk Solution = Ct

Dissolving
Drug Particle

Dissolution
Dissolution is a kinetic phenomenon often
identified as a rate-limiting step in the absorption
of a drug into the systemic circulation. This
statement is true for many drugs administered
orally in solid form such as tablets, capsules
or suspensions, as well as drugs administered
intramuscularly in the form of pellets or suspensions. When dissolution rate is the limiting step
to bioavailability, anything that affects it will
also influence the pharmacokinetics of the drug.
Consequently, dissolution rate can affect the
onset, intensity, and duration of a pharmacological response.

Concentration in Stagnant Layer = CS

Consequently, a concentration gradient exists
around the dissolving particle. Solution concentration is highest in the stagnant layer. Solute
molecules diffuse away from the dissolving
particle and into the bulk solvent. As a result,
the concentration becomes more dilute as distance from the dissolving particle increases.
The diffusion coefficient, D, and concentration
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gradient are mutually dependent. If the volume
and mixing speeds are constant, the dissolution
rate is directly proportional to the changing
surface area and the difference in concentrations
between Cs and Ct. Sink conditions are typically
achieved when Ct is approximately a order of
magnitude less than Cs. Under such conditions,
the term (Cs - Ct) is approximately equal to Cs.
Recalling that Cs is a constant, at sink conditions
the dissolution rate is directly proportional to the
surface area of the dissolving particle

amount of griseofulvin absorbed increased
linearly with an increase in the specific surface
area (area per unit mass) of this drug. These
observations led to the marketing of micronized
preparations of this drug which permit a dosage
reduction of 50%, compared to the original
macro forms. The bioavailability of compounds
such as danazol, estradiol and estrone has also
been enhanced through particle size reduction.
Particle size reduction can be achieved in
several ways. Historically, it is accomplished by
milling. In many instances, particle size can also
be controlled during the crystallization step of
the chemical synthesis. However, care must be
taken to guarantee that the effort expended on
particle size reduction is not counterproductive.
Mechanical particle size reduction may result in
the accumulation of an electrostatic charge on
the crystal surface. This phenomenon is referred
to as triboelectrification, as mentioned previously. The resulting increase in surface free energy
is often reduced through particle agglomeration.
When this occurs, the surface area decreases
and the dissolution rate is reduced according to
the Noyes-Whitney equation. Similarly, the wettability of the drug particle may also be reduced
subsequent to particle size reduction. Changes
in the polymorphic form can also be initiated
by milling. The unpredictable nature of such
changes can lead to significant differences in
bioavailability and drug product stability. If a
drug substance is unstable in gastric fluids,
rapid dissolution may result in a more rapid
degradation and an overall reduction in bioavailability. Nevertheless, reducing particle size
typically influences dissolution rate in a positive
direction. The potential liabilities of particle
size reduction described can be minimized if
identified early enough by the preformulation
scientist.

Saturation solubility, Cs, is only one of several
factors which may affect the dissolution rate.
Saturation solubility refers to an equilibrium
process, while dissolution is a combination of
kinetic processes. Dynamic processes that
occur during dissolution include changes in
surface area of the dissolving particle and
diffusion of solute molecules away from the
dissolving particle. In addition, dissolution
will proceed uninhibited as long as Cs is much
greater than Ct.
If a drug is not absorbed into the bloodstream,
the concentration in the bulk solution, Ct, will
increase and the dissolution rate will slow.
Based on the Noyes-Whitney equation, if Cs
is equal to Ct, the dissolution rate is zero.
Therefore, bioavailability depends on how
rapidly the drug dissolves in a form which can
be absorbed by the body and the rate at which
it is removed into the general circulation.
Further examination of the Noyes-Whitney equation suggests several ways the dissolution rate
of a drug can be increased. Since the dissolution
rate is directly proportional to surface area, a
decrease in particle size theoretically will result
in greater surface area and subsequently in
more rapid dissolution.
Early observation of the effect of particle size on
blood levels was made with several of the sulfa
drugs, specifically, sulfadiazine and sulfaethylthiadiazole. Griseofulvin is a drug that provides
one of the most striking examples of the role
dissolution rate and effect of surface area play
in biological availability. It was shown that the

Increasing the solubility in the stagnant layer,
Cs, may also increase the dissolution rate of
many drugs. Whenever possible, the most
effective means of increasing the dissolution
rate of a poorly soluble material is to generate
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surface method have been documented. It
is invalid to assume that a constantly smooth
surface is maintained at the solid/liquid interface.
Maintenance of a constant surface depends on
the solubility of the compound and the porosity
of the compressed disc. Therefore, the underlying principle of constant surface area cannot be
substantiated. The potential for corrosion of the
die used to form the disc must also be considered when testing potentially corrosive salts
such as hydrochloride and hydrobromide. These
limitations, coupled with the potential for polymorphic changes during compression, significantly restrict the utility of this technique.

a more water-soluble salt of the basic or acidic
forms. There are numerous reports in existing
literature to illustrate the influence of dissolution
rate of weak acids/bases and their salts on the
rate of drug absorption, bioavailability, and
therapeutic response following oral administration. Normally, an increase in dissolution rate is
of little value for highly water-soluble drugs since
their absorption is usually not dissolution-rate
limited. The dissolution rates of polymorphic
forms may also differ significantly. As previously
discussed, metastable forms of a drug substance often demonstrate greater bioavailability
than its stable counterpart. This is due to the
potential for metastable crystalline and amorphous solid state forms to achieve a state of
supersaturation relative to the most thermodynamically stable form. Consequently, the Cs of
a metastable form may be transiently greater
than the Cs of the stable form. However, the
unpredictability of interconversion to the stable
polymorph makes the decision to knowingly
manufacture a drug product containing a
metastable form somewhat risky. Failure to meet
regulatory dissolution specifications prior to the
expiration date may result in a costly product
recall. Few pharmaceutical companies attempt
to determine the polymorphic form present in
commercial dosage forms subsequent to manufacture. Such an evaluation is typically only conducted as part of an investigation to identify
causative factors associated with failure to meet
regulatory dissolution specifications on stability.
However, the probability of such an occurrence
is significantly diminished when the innovator
conducts a very thorough polymorph screen
and isolates and characterizes all solid state
forms during the early phases of development.
Dissolution rates of drug substances can be
determined by two general methods. The constant surface or disc method uses a compressed
disc of known area. This measurement typically
employs Wood’s Apparatus. Theoretically, the
disc method eliminates surface area as a variable. The dissolution rate obtained is termed an
intrinsic dissolution rate. This property is characteristic of each solid in a given solvent under the
fixed experimental conditions. However, over the
years, many potential drawbacks of the constant

The other technique is referred to as the
particulate method. Particulate dissolution
is obtained by adding a weighed amount of
solid drug substance to the dissolution. USP
Apparatus 2 (paddles) is usually employed to
maintain constant mixing. Particulate dissolution
is frequently used to study the influence of
particle size, surface area, and excipients on
the active agent. Studying comparable sieve
fractions may minimize the influence of particle
size. This technique continues to gain in popularity due to its relative ease and limitations of the
constant surface method.
The preformulation scientist often is responsible
for the development of dissolution method
parameters to assess the in vitro release of an
API from the dosage form. The importance of a
robust dissolution method has been elevated
by the issuance of the recent FDA guidelines. A
well-developed dissolution method can save the
sponsor a significant amount of time and money
when particular formulation/manufacturing
process changes are proposed following the
approval of an NDA. The dissolution method
parameters proposed by the preformulation
scientist include: dissolution medium (composition and volume), apparatus (USP apparatus
and stir speed), and specifications (tolerance).
Guidelines for the selection of an appropriate
specification(s) for both immediate release (IR)
and modified release (MR) dosage forms have
been issued by the FDA and are beyond the
scope of this discussion. However, selection
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of an appropriate dissolution medium and
apparatus can be based on consideration of
the Noyes-Whitney equation. An important
consideration in selecting a dissolution medium
is the ability to attain sink conditions for all
dosage strengths developed. Recall, that sink
conditions exist when Cs>> Ct,. Under such
conditions, the term Cs predominates and one
potential dissolution rate variable (Cs - Ct) is
changed to a constant. The saturation solubility
of a drug substance should routinely be determined in distilled water, simulated gastric and
intestinal fluids. Additionally, buffers and surfactants may be employed. The use of hydroalcoholic dissolution media is discouraged. Ideally,
the goals of dissolution method development
are to (1) develop an in vitro test environment
that most closely approximates the physiological
milieu of the gastrointestinal tract, (2) maintain
conditions where Cs>> Ct, (3) detect modification
of critical manufacturing variables (CMV) such
as compression force, blending time, etc., and
(4) correlate changes in CMV to changes in
bioavailability. The existence of an in vivo in vitro correlation (IVIVC) is generally more
common in modified release than immediate
release dosage forms.

Absorption Potential
Preformulation scientists are continually evaluating techniques capable of predicting how readily
an NCE will be absorbed into the systemic
circulation. Bioavailability following oral or topical
administration is a kinetic process. As with all
kinetic processes, particular steps leading to
the pharmacological activity of a drug substance
may be identified as rate limiting. Dissolution
and absorption rates are intrinsic properties of
a drug product that may potentially limit bioavailability and this has been discussed previously.
However, achieving solubility in formulation
matrices and/or physiological fluids does not
ultimately guarantee pharmacological activity.
In most instances, drugs are absorbed transcellularly via passive diffusion. As described in the
Noyes-Whitney equation, the dissolution rate of
a particle is directly related to its diffusion coefficient, D. A concentration gradient is established
around each dissolving particle in the lumen of
the gastrointestinal tract. For reasons previously
described, this gradient is more correctly
referred to as an activity gradient rather than a
concentration gradient. It is the activity gradient
that determines the passage (i.e., flux) across
the membrane barriers in the gastrointestinal
tract. Addressing this consideration at the
earliest stages of development can save a great
deal of time and effort. More importantly, the
ability to predict confidently instances when
bioavailability will be unacceptable allows the
innovator an opportunity to search for more
promising NCEs or develop formulations
to overcome the problem. Figure 9 is an
illustration of the potential rate limiting steps
in bioavailability.

Selection of dissolution apparatus parameters
can also be related to the previously described
Noyes-Whitney equation. For immediate release
dosage forms, the USP Apparatus 1 (baskets)
and Apparatus 2 (paddles) are ordinarily used.
The hydrodynamics of each apparatus differ significantly. The location of the dosage form (e.g.
in the basket or at the bottom of the dissolution
vessel) can dramatically affect the thickness, h,
of the stagnant layer of saturated solution surrounding the dissolving particle. The rotational
speed can also influence the magnitude of h.
Typically, the faster the stir speed the smaller
the magnitude of h. Since dissolution rate is
inversely related to h, as the stir speed increases
one may notice a corresponding increase in
dissolution rate. Consequently, the preformulation scientist may compare the dissolution of
a solid dosage form employing Apparatus 1
(baskets) at 75 and 100 rpm and Apparatus 2
(baskets) at 50 and 75 rpm.
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Figure 9: Potential Rate Limiting Steps
in Bioavailability
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In the lumen of the gastrointestinal tract,
dissolution of the drug substance is initiated
in physiological fluids. Solubility is directly
nfluenced by environment. Previously described
variables influencing the activity coefficient of
the solution include pH and presence of natural
surfactants such as bile salts and bile acids.

Phospholipids comprise the greatest portion of
the lipid in the cell membrane. Like surfactants,
phospholipids are composed of a hydrophilic
head (e.g., a molecule of glycerol) attached to
two lipophilic tails (long chain fatty acids). As a
hydrophobic response to the aqueous environments surrounding them, cell membranes form
a bilayer. This response is similar to that demonstrated by surfactant molecules above their
CMC. Drugs are absorbed through the cell
membrane (transcellular) via a process known
as passive diffusion. Considering Figure 9, it is
apparent that this requires passage through
both a hydrophilic and lipophilic domain. Such
transport may be facilitated by emulsification of
the drug substance. This can be achieved
naturally (e.g., bile acids and salts) or by formulation design (e.g., microemulsions). Therefore,
nonpolar and semi-polar molecules are ordinarily
absorbed via passive diffusion. Polar substances
of the proper size and configuration can occasionally be absorbed via a paracellular route
through tight junctions. These gate-like structures exist between adjoining epithelial cells
of the intestinal mucosa. However, energy is
required to open these channels. This, coupled
with the fact that tight junctions comprise a

The lumen of the gastrointestinal tract is lined
with epithelial cells. Since no cell can survive
isolated from its environment, nutrients and
waste must be exchanged. The process of
taking material into the cell is called absorption.
The process of substance removal is referred
to as exsorption. It is for this reason that the
cell membrane is referred to as being semi-permeable. Typically, if the cells of the gastrointestinal tract perceive a drug substance as an essential nutrient, absorption is favorable. It is often
the challenge of the preformulation scientist to
collaborate with other scientists in an effort to
essentially trick the body into absorbing a drug
substance as if it were a life-sustaining nutrient.
Epithelial cells of the gastrointestinal tract
are composed primarily of lipids and proteins
associated to form a bilayer membrane.
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small percentage of the available surface area for
absorption, accounts for the low bioavailability of
ionized compounds.

ity. High-pressure liquid chromatographic
techniques based on the affinity of a drug for
the stationary phase (retention time) have also
been employed with limited success.

As illustrated, absorption is not simply dependent on transcellular and paracellular mechanisms. One cannot assume that bioavailability is
guaranteed once a molecule of drug substance
diffuses across the lumenal cell membrane and
into the cell. The aqueous compartment inside
the cell is known as the cytosol. Within the
cytosol there exists a family of proteins known
as P-glycoproteins (PGP). These proteins maintain somewhat of a housekeeper role in the cell.
Drug molecules that are substrates for this type
of protein may be escorted back across the cell
membrane and into the lumen. Multi-drug resistance protein (MDR1) is part of this family of proteins. Exsorption is analogous to that employed
by cancer cells to develop resistance against
various cytotoxic agents. Numerous drugs are
known substrates of MDR1. In addition, many
excipients (e.g., PEG) and foods (e.g., grapefruit
juice) have been shown to stimulate or inhibit
these proteins. In addition to PGP, a family of
isozymes is active in the cytosol. The most
well known isozyme of this type is Cytochrome
P4503A4. Consequently, there may be extensive
metabolism in the intestinal cell prior to metabolism in the liver. The present-day preformulation
scientist, in collaboration with drug metabolism
scientists, often considers the cellular mechanisms of absorption prior to the introduction of
an NCE into the clinic. Cellular considerations
aside, in theory, one can optimize the lipophilicity
of an NCE to maximize oral bioavailability. The
tendency of a molecule to partition from the
intestinal fluid across the cell membrane dictates
absorption. The goal of all preformulation scientists is to identify a reliable method capable of
consistently predicting the lipophilicity of a molecule and its subsequent absorption across the
gut wall. There are various techniques employed
in estimating or determining the ability of a molecule to partition across the gastrointestinal tract.

The ability of a molecule to partition across the
interface of two immiscible liquids continues
to serve as the basis for estimating lipophilicity.
This physical/chemical characteristic is referred
to as the partition coefficient, P. Recalling the
axiom, ‘like dissolves like’, scientists have
searched for an appropriate solvent that is
immiscible with water and mimics the polarity
of the lipophilic cell membrane. The polarity of
solvents evaluated range from hexane to 1butanol. Their corresponding solubility parameters, , are 7.3 and 11.4, respectively. However, it
was demonstrated that the polarity of 1-octanol
(= 10.3) most closely represents the polarity of
a cell membrane. Consequently, by convention,
the designation (PO/W) represents the
octanol/water partition coefficient of an API.
The ratio of drug concentration in the octanol
(i.e., organic phase) and the water (i.e., aqueous
phase) is determined. This value is often
expressed as log PO/W. Thus, a log PO/W, of
approximately 2 is often considered desirable
for oral bioavailability. Values significantly greater
than 2 may imply poor aqueous solubility while
compounds exhibiting values significantly lower
than 2, due to their polar nature, may not be
absorbed across the GI tract via passive diffusion. The ionization state of the compound also
has a significant effect on its ability to partition
across the liquid/liquid interface. Partitioning
from the aqueous into the organic phase is
hindered by ionization. As explained above and
in the pH partition theory, transport/diffusion
of the non-ionized and zwitterionic forms are
favored in vivo as well as in vitro. Knowledge of
the dissociation constant(s) at a very early stage
of development, therefore, is essential. If a compound is a weak electrolyte, partition studies
should be conducted at a variety of pH values.
These values, reported as the distribution coefficient, D, must reference the pH at which the
measurement was performed. It is often difficult
to determine the concentration of drug accurately in nonpolar solvents and buffers. This is

Computational methods based on the structure
of the molecule are available that have demonstrated marginal reliability in estimating lipophilic-
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Human colon adenocarcinoma (Caco 2)2 cells
frequently are employed in this type of
experiment (See Fig. 11).

especially true when compounds are extremely
hydrophilic or lipophilic. Yalkowsky, et al,
demonstrated that, for a heterogeneous
selection of compounds, the ratio of octanol
and water solubilities serve as a good approximation of the octanol/water partition coefficient.

Figure 11: Human Colon Adenocarcinoma
Cells
Apical Side

Considering obvious relationships between
bioavailability and selected physical-chemical
properties (ie., pKa, solubility, partition coefficient, dissolution rate, etc), scientists have
attempted to empirically estimate oral drug
absorption. Dressman, et al, proposed the
following equation to predict the absorption
potential (AP) of an NCE
AP = log
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In this equation P is the partition coefficient, Fnon
the drug fraction non-ionized at pH 6.5, So the
intrinsic solubility of the non-ionized species at
37°C, Vl the volume of lumenal contents (e.g.,
250 mL) and Xo the dose administered.

Basolaterial Side

After three to four weeks in culture, the cells
form a confluent monolayer on a microporous
membrane such as polycarbonate. The confluent
monolayer structurally and functionally resembles the epithelium of the small intestine. A dilute
solution of NCE in buffer is added to the (i.e.,
lumenal) surface. Transport can be monitored
over a period of time by analyzing samples
recovered from the basolateral (i.e., serosal)
side. The apparent permeability (Papp) is determined. Compounds demonstrating Papp values
greater than 105 cm/sec are generally considered
to be adequately bioavailable. The potential
influence of P-glycoproteins and isozymes such
as cytochrome P450 on the bioavailability of an
NCE can also be evaluated in vitro. By simply
reversing the direction of the transport study
from absorption (apical ➝ basolateral) to exsorption (basolateral ➝ apical), the preformulation
scientist is able to evaluate the potential impact
of PGP on bioavailability. The influence of
isozymes on absorption can also be studied by
co-transporting a known stimulator or suppressor of cytochrome P450 along with the NCE.

A major disadvantage of the various methods
described is their inability to predict the potential
influences of MDR (multi-drug resistance protein)
and cytochrome P450 on bioavailability. The
advancement of cell culture technology has
dramatically enhanced the ability of the preformulation scientist to predict the probability of
NCE absortion more likely. Figure 10 illustrates
a typical cell culture transport study.

Figure 10: Typical Cell Culture Transport
Study
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Although efforts to exploit all in vitro techniques
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to estimate the bioavailability of an NCE are
encouraged, the use of animal models cannot
be excluded. A technique used extensively by
pharmaceutical scientists in evaluating absorption characteristics of drug substances was the
everted intestinal sac method. In this procedure,
a piece of intestine is removed from an intact
animal, everted, filled with a solution of the drug
in question, and the passage of the drug through
the membrane sac is determined. This technique
has several advantages over the simpler organic/aqueous partitioning systems but is not superior to cell culture transport. The use of in situ
models, where an intestinal loop is perfused with
a drug solution and the loss of drug is evaluated
from the perfusate, also continues to provide
valuable information. This technique allows
calculation of absorption rate as well as relative
passage through the biological membrane.

compatibility studies (e.g., stability in the
presence of expected excipients) are also
conducted.
These studies, ideally, should utilize a reliable
stability indicating analytical method. However,
at the early preformulation stage, a stability
indicating method of analysis is frequently
unavailable. Techniques such as thin layer
chromatography, thermal analysis, HPLC/mass
spectrometry, and diffuse reflectance have been
utilized to provide data to assess preliminary
stability.
Prime consideration must be given to stability
of the bulk chemical as early as possible. Initial
investigation begins with examination of the
chemical structure. This allows the preformulation scientist to anticipate possible degradation
reactions. For example, esters, lactams, and
amides are susceptible to solvolytic reactions,
while the presence of unsaturation or electron
rich centers predispose the molecule to free
radical mediated or photo-catalyzed oxidation.
With preliminary deductions made from knowledge of the chemical structure, it is possible
to design experiments to identify the problem
areas. It is not the prime objective in these early
studies to establish the mechanism of degradation. The more important facets of the study are
to identify the factors that may cause instability
in drug substances of interest. Generally, the
effects of heat, light, oxygen, and moisture are
evaluated.

All of the techniques described, individually
or in total, can give an indication of potential
absorption problems or suggest that little or
no difficulty should be anticipated. Following
the demonstration of safety of an NCE in
Phase 1 trials, the bioavailability of various
formulations demonstrating different in vitro
dissolution characteristics should be evaluated
in humans. Derived pharmacokinetic parameters
can be used in an attempt to establish a possible in vivo/in vitro correlation between dissolution and bioavailability. As previously described,
this information is particularly important in
establishing a meaningful dissolution test as
a quality control tool.

Drug substances may be stable, unstable, or
stable under special handling conditions. The
initial stability studies are designed to characterize into which of these classes the drug substance of interest falls. In cases where the
compound is found to have stability problems,
it becomes important to define the degradation
mechanism and initiate studies to stabilize the
substance.

Stability
An important function of many preformulation
groups is the evaluation of the physical and
chemical stability of the pure drug substance.
It is essential that these initial studies be performed on a drug of known purity. The presence
of impurities can lead to erroneous conclusions
in such evaluations. The types of stability studies
initiated in the preformulation phase vary on a
company-by-company basis. In general, solid
state stability of the drug alone and solution
phase stability are conducted. Occasionally,

Hydrolysis, which is a solvolysis reaction, is
probably the most important degradation
reaction concerning pharmaceutical products.
Drugs are normally exposed to water at some
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point in either processing or storage, thereby
presenting the conditions for hydrolysis to occur.
Temperature and pH can influence hydrolysis.
The effects of temperature occasionally allow for
extrapolation of rates obtained at exaggerated
conditions to provide reasonable estimates of
shelf-life stability of potential new drug products.
In those cases where the hydrolysis reaction is
sensitive to hydrogen or hydroxyl ion concentration, studies can be designed to establish the
pH of maximum stability. A pH stability profile,
a plot of the reaction rate as a function of the
pH of the system, provides extremely important
information. This is particularly true when liquid
solution or suspension dosage forms are being
considered.

tered in drug substances, other mechanisms
also must be considered during the preformulation stage. For example, the optical activity of
a drug substance may change on storage. If
enantiomers possess different degrees of
pharmacologic action, these changes may be
unacceptable. Other reactions that must be
considered under certain conditions are
polymerization and isomerization.

Excipients Compatibility
The importance of extensive excipient/drug
substance compatibility studies is a topic of
raging debate among preformulation scientists.
Some excipients can be ruled out based on their
chemical nature and an obvious incompatibility
with the API of interest. Traditionally, formal
excipient compatibility studies involve the
preparation of known mixtures of drug and
excipients. These binary mixtures are then
stored under accelerated conditions and
analyzed at specified times.

Oxidation is another process important in the
degradation of drug substances and products.
Oxidation reactions depend on several factors
including temperature, oxygen concentration,
and impurities that can act as catalysts. Once
it has been established that oxidation is the
principal mechanism for degradation, the effect
of additives (oxygen scavengers) can be evaluated as a means of stabilizing the drug product.
Other factors also important in the study of the
oxidation process are the effects of pH and light.
The presence of heavy metal ions frequently
catalyze such reactions and can be a particularly
troublesome problem when they are present
in so called inert or excipient ingredients.
Excipients which chelate metals (EDTA) may
minimize or even prevent this type of interaction.

Research tools of the medicinal chemist and
pharmacologist have taken the pharmaceutical
industry to a new era of combinatorial chemistry
with high throughput screening (HTS). That is
both good and bad news for the preformulation
scientist. The good news is that never before
have more potential NCEs been identified.
The bad news is that binary mixture studies
are very time consuming and often of limited
value. For example, the use of thermal analysis
as a screening tool for excipient compatibility
is frequently criticized. Changes in the melting
point or heat of fusion of an API in the presence
of an excipient do not necessarily imply incompatibility. Thermal events observed in DSC
analysis, which may be suggestive of degradation at elevated temperatures, may not be
reflective of incompatibility under practical
storage conditions. Drug product formulations
typically contain more than two excipients.
Generally, the more extensive the number of
components, the less meaningful that binary
excipient mixture compatibility studies become.
Binary or ternary mixture compatibility or
incompatibility does not guarantee that an

The oxygen concentration in solution is a determinant of the oxidative process. Since oxygen
is more soluble at lower temperatures, such
reactions often proceed more rapidly at the
lower temperatures. It is obvious that oxidation
is a very complex process and presents a formidable obstacle to the formulation scientist.
Experiments to determine the effects of oxygen
must be designed to encompass many variables,
and conclusions must be drawn, at best, on
limited and incomplete data.
Although hydrolytic and oxidation reactions are
the most frequent types of degradation encoun-
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excipient will perform the same in a quaternary
mixture. This fact, coupled with limited amount
of drug substance available to initiate formulation development, is one reason that more and
more companies are employing oral solutions or
suspensions for Phase 1 and 2A clinical trials.
Once an NCE demonstrates promising therapeutic value in humans, multiple formulations are
developed on a small scale. Their physical (e.g.,
flow, compression, disintegration, etc.) and
chemical (e.g., stability, dissolution, etc.)
properties are assessed and a commercial
formulation selected. Software is commercially
available to assist the formulation scientists
in optimizing the formulation and manufacturing
processes.

limited drug substance availability. Automation,
miniaturization, and physical/chemical property
prediction have become universal challenges
presented to the preformulation scientist.
In bridging the traditional gap between discovery
and formulation development, the preformulation
scientists continue to serve in more conventional
roles. Once a lead compound is identified, their
basic mission continues to be assisting the
formulation scientists in their efforts to develop
an elegant, efficacious, and stable commercial
dosage form. However, the days of indiscriminate testing to elucidate all physical/chemical
properties of an NCE leading to the issuance of
a research report tantamount to a doctoral dissertation have vanished. Today it is imperative
that strategies be devised at an early stage of
development to characterize sequentially only
those physical/chemical properties identified as
essential. However, selective property screening
involves risk. Nevertheless, radical changes in
policies and practices must continue to evolve
if development scientists hope to keep pace in
and beyond the era of HTS.

Summary
Prompted by ever changing political and socioeconomic forces, the pharmaceutical industry is
continually challenged to reduce both cost and
cycle time dramatically. The need to rapidly
identify new chemical entities of significant value
has never been more imperative. Policies and
practices throughout the pharmaceutical industry
have undergone a dramatic metamorphosis to
meet this challenge. The advent of combinatorial chemistry and high throughput screening has
revolutionized the way NCEs are discovered and
tested. The ultimate longevity of a pharmaceutical company is measured by the strength of its
pipeline. However, simply increasing the number
of potential NCEs discovered through HTS will
not guarantee success. Very early selection of
high potential compounds from the vast pool
of NCEs ultimately will become the key to the
survival of a pharmaceutical company.
The roles and responsibilities of the preformulation scientists will continue to evolve. Serving
as a consultant to drug discovery teams, they
are in a unique position to make significant
contributions in the identification of NCEs of high
potential. At very early stages of development,
they must design and implement strategies to
characterize or predict accurately and simultaneously the physical/chemical properties of numerous compounds based on project priority and
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